AN OUTLINE OF
KINEMATICS TO 1900

The history of kinematics, the story of the development of the
geometry of n1otion, is composed of evolvements in machines,
mechanisms, and n1athe1natics. The story begins "·ith the ran
dom gro,vth of n1achines and mechanisms under the pressure of
necessity. This ,vas a period of invention and establishment
of basic forms, but there ,vas neither unity nor plan. :\Iuch
later, ,vhen existing algebraic speculations on the generation of
curves "·ere timidly applied to physical problems, the concept
of kinematics, a science, ,vas affirmed and the ancient art of
mechanisms complemented. :.\lore recently, mathematics has
been applied ,vith deliberation and firmness. Although no
general relationship linking all mechanisms has been disco,·ered,
n1odicu1ns of unity and plan have been recognized for so1ne areas.
:\lore significant is the ability to solve a ,vide variety of prohlen1s;
son1e require the use of sophisticated procedures feasible only
because of high-speed con1puters.
:\Iachine and mechanism are ,vords giving t,vo different i1nages.
The term machine is associated ,vith the use and transformation
of force, and although motion in varying degree is encountered
in a n1achine, the idea of force dominates. :\[echanism, on the
other hand, definitely conjures up the idea of motion, and while
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forces do exist, they are relatively small and unimportant compared with
the exploitation of motion. However, machine and mechanism inhabit
the same body.
�[achines are spoken of early in history, but ,vhat ,vas considered a
n1achine t,vo thousand years ago differs considerably from our present ideas.
Fron1 earliest times man has found his o,vn po,vers inadequate for the
tasks he set himself, an1ong thern the moving of heavy ,veights. 1'his
,vas a rnajor concern of the ancients, as ,ve may judge from their imposing
monuments of large stones. Vitruvius,b a military engineer ,vriting
about 28 B.c., defined a machine as "a combination of timber fastened
together, chiefly efficacious in moving great ,veights." About a century
later, Hero of Alexandriab summarized the practice of his day by na1ning
the "five simple machines" for "moving a given ,veight by a given force"
as the lever, ,vindlass, sere\\' for po,ver, "'edge, and tackle block (pulley).
Until nearly the end of the nineteenth century it was held that these
"five mechanical po,vers" were the building blocks frorn ,vhich all more
complex assemblages ,vere constructed.
Today ,ve no longer consider a machine to be constituted of a
single body such as a lever; indeed, the use of a lever involves several
bodies, or objects capable of exerting force. Today's thoughts on
machines involve assernblages made from six basic 1nechanical com
ponents, identified about 1875 by the German kinematician Franz
Reuleaux.b 1'hese parts are (1) the eye-bar type of link, called cranka1
in kinematics; (2) the ,vheel, including gears; (3) the cam in its many
forms; (4) the scre,v for communicating motion and force; (5) the inter
mittent-motion devices called ratchets for want of a better name; and
(6) the tension-compression organs, or parts having "one-way rigidity,"
as belts (chains) and hydraulic lines. It is from such parts that machines
-and mechanisms-are built.
Each of these components was invented in antiquity and put to
use ,veil before the beginning of the Christian era, either singly or in
combinatio11. 1\lexandria (in Egypt, but nevertheless a Greek town)
became the greatest center of learning of the ancient ,vorld under the
Ptolemies iu the third century B.C. It was here that Greek science,
philosophy, and technology were nurtured and further developed; Euclid
wrote his imperishable "Elements" in Alexandria.
::\Iechanical components had been given application mainly in
\\·ar machinery-"thro"·ing engines" for tossing projectiles of various
sorts-man always having found money for research on and development
of armament. The mobilization of technology and science appears to
The superscript b indicates a biographical note at the end of the chapter.
The name is 1nisleading but ineradicable; the resernblance to what is com
monly called a crank today is not immediately evident. Lever is sometimes used.
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be as ancient as warfare. Archimedes, ,vho ,vished to be remembered as a
mathematician (he ,vas the Xe,vton of his day), is better kno,vn as an
engineer because of the "engines" ,vith ,vhich he thwarted the Roman
siege of Syracuse (214-212 B.c.).
The labors of daily living "·ere only lightly touched by applica
tions of mechanics. The muscle po,ver available from the bulk of the
populace gave little stin1ulus to the construction of either laborsaving
devices or production machinery except for the never-ending tasks of
raising ,vater and grinding grain. For the transmission of power, the
complexity rarely exceeded the use of more than t,vo gears to proportion
input and output shaft speeds, as bet"·een ,vater ,vheel and millstone,
noted by \'itruvius. ::\lechanisn1s ,vere more sophisticated (Fig. 1-1).
\Ve may note that po,ver and complexity ,vere not in the same device.
::\lany small and ingenious devices appeared in the temple autom
ata designed to excite wonder in the ignorant people of pre-Christian
Alexandria. Here pneumatics as ,vell as "hard" mechanics ,vere applied
to n1echanisms that ,vould open temple doors after the kindling of
sacrificial fires, vend liquids on the dropping of a coin, produce stage
effects "'ith moving scenery, and the like. There ,vas a clever employ
ment of speed and force relations, and in some cases regulators ,vere
fitted to control the motion.
\Vith the Roman take-over of Egypt and Alexandria at the tin1e
of Julius Caesar, Cleopatra, and Christ, science almost came to a halt.
The Ron1an Empire produced little ne,v in the ,vay of things mechanical
but accomplished nn1ch in the shre,vd exploitation of its Alexandrian
inheritance by ,vay of bigger and better machines. The Roman effort
,vent into the construction of buildings and roads: the principal Roman
invention ,vas hydraulic cement. Follo,ving the collapse of the Western
empire, the center of effort shifted to Constantinople. Before long
it was 642-the Arabs, activated and disciplined by their prophet
�Iohammed, conquered Egypt. From this start, scientific and tech
nological prO\\'ess ,Yas distinctly Arabian for the next centuries. The
.-\rabs not only had acted as transmitters of the Alexandrian or Greek
,vorks to the Western ,vorld but also had produced refinements and
substantial innovations of their own.
It is wrong to assume, in the light of recent studies, that Europe
,vas devoid of ideas during the "Dark A.ges," the span bet,\.·een, say,
The
.-\.D. 500 and 1000, during ,vhich the A.rahs rose to greatness.
records of these centuries are indeed scanty if we look for machines and
n1echanisms. The social and economic structure, so different from the
Roman, provoked a tremendous change in agricultural methods. The
nonmechanical details are fascinating miniatures we cannot take the
tin1e to consider. A.t any rate, agricultural surplus led to rapid urbani-
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zation. Artisans and merchants rose in the ne"· cities. The later
medievalists ,vere ready to explore 1nechanical devic;es suited to "pro
duction" and to exploit the "natural po,vers" of ,vind and water to com
plement (and in many cases supplant) 1nuscle po,ver. These nev.- po,vers
\\'ere to spa,vn a multitude of machines \\·it.h increasingly complex
mechanisms.
Documents of the t\velfth and thirteenth centuries containing
1nachine sketches are fe,v. Ho,vever, refinements are to be seen
(Fig. 1-2), and the designers' enterprise is limited by available materials
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Schcn111tic of an odo111etC'r for a <•11.rriage, as described about 28 B.c.
by Yitruvius in "Ten Books on Architecture," translated by 1\,1. H. fvforgan,
HarYard University Press, Can1bridge, !\'lass., 1926.
Vitruvius, 1nilitary engineer under Augustus Caesar, was no innovator but
onl)· u reporter of his past and present. He ascribes this device, "which enables us,
while sit.ting in a carriage or sailing by sen, to know how many miles of the journey
we hnvr accomplished," to Ctesibius, a (:reek of proba,bly the second eentury B.c.
Vitruvius' description is Yerbal and not pictorial: the wheel dian1eter and the
numbers of teeth in the gears are S(W<"ified. One eon1plete reYolution of the
400-tooth gear represents 5,000 ft (<·ailed a mile). \\'ith each such revolution, a
small stone in a hole of the top1nost gear lined up with the tuhe leading to the bronze
ves:scl (gating device!): '·Hence, every stone. n1aking a ringing sound as it falls,
will give warning that we have gone one 1nile.'' On board ship, the sa1ne principlr
"was applied by fitting a paddle wheel to the axle" projecting through the hull.
A century later Hero described a more sophisticated form with four worm
wheel redu<:tions between input axle and output "stone wheel"; intermediate shafts
carried dials to indicate parts of ti 1nile.
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Europe of the sixteenth century possessed a number of sketch
books sho\\'ing machines-and hence mechanisms. The "picture-book"
style that originated was to continue for centuries, for drawings could be
understood and transformed into hardv,are even though the text ,vas
beyond the craftsman's abilities. Some books ,vere for specialists, as
those dealing exclusively ,vith military devices or mining machinery
(Fig. 1-4). Others had a ,vider scope, the machines being classified into
those for raising "'ater, milling grain, sa·wing timber, and so on. Some
undertakings ,vere spectacular (Figs. 1-6 and 1-7).
'\Vith Leupold/ in the early eighteenth century, there is perhaps
the first reference to the idea of 1nodifying 1notion rather than just the
construction of machinery; he speaks of cranks and cams and ho,v, say,
a continuous circular motion may be transformed into a "back-and
for,vard motion." Here was the earliest attempt at a systematic treat
ment of mechanisms.
Two great figures appear in the eighteenth century, Euler ,, (17071783) and ,vattb (1736-1819). Although their lives overlapped, there
,vas no apparent contact between the two men. Both Euler and Watt
dealt ,vith the specific and concrete, but along vastly different paths.
Euler's ":.\Iechanica sive motus scientia analytice exposita" (1736-1742)
is, to quote Lagrange, "the first great ,vork in which analysis is applied
to the science of move1nent." The concept that planar motion may in
general be described by the translation of a point and a rotation about
that point appears in "Mechanica." This thought, extended to velocity
and acceleration, is the root of analysis, graphically sho,vn by the vector
polygon methods. The associated velocity and acceleration equations
came after Euler but because of their heritage are sometimes given the
generic title of Euler's theore1ns in the German literature. The funda
n1ental idea of kinematic analysis thus stems fron1 Euler, as do many
other astute observations.
Watt, instrument maker and engineer, a contrast to Euler, ,vas
c�ncerned with the synthesis of movement. Generally speaking, mecha
nism designers before \Vatt had confined their attentions to the motions
f links attached to the frame. We may call them the first and last
�hnk
s; one having been given an input motion, the other produced a
transformed motion called the output. It ,vas Watt ,vho focused on
the motion of a point on the interniediate link of the four-bar n1echanism:
he�e was a ne,v kind of output ,vith the year 1784. The application of
this brilliant thought allo\ved Watt to build a double-acting steam engine;
the earlier chain connecting piston and beam (Fig. 1-8) ,vas no,v replaced
by a linkage able to transmit force in t,vo directions instead of only one
(Fig. 1-9). \Vatt had discovered coupler-point motion, although its
definition in these terms lay well in the future. It "'as a singular achieve
ment, a pivotal point along the road of synthesis.
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Of the t,vo discoveries, Euler's "·as to lie unnoticed by kinemati
cians for a century or so. \Vatt's ,vas pursued in desultory fashion by
engine builders and mathematicians. Linkages ,vere devised to compete
with or supersede Watt's n1echanisn1; that certain of these linkages ,vere
actually related developed only after a generalized treatment of coupler
point motion, kno,vu for a ti1ne as "three-bar motion," ,vas given a
century later by Samuel Roberts.b
A. further perception is to be noticed in an observation 1 of Euler's
in 1775:
1'he investigation of the motion of a rigid body may be conven
iently separated into two parts, the one geometrical, the other
mechanical. In the first part, the transference of the body frorr1
a given position to any other position must be investigated
without respect to the causes of 1notion, and must be represented
by analytical formulae, ,vhich ,vill define the position of each
point of the body. This investigation ,vill therefore be referable
solely to geometry, or rather to stereotomy.
It is clear that by the separation of this part of the question fro1n
the other, ,vhich belongs properly to �1echanics, the determina
tion of the motion from dynamical principles ,vill be made much
easier than if the two parts ,vere undertaken conjointly.
Euler's remarks were directed at the rigid bodies of classical
mechanics, not specifically to machine parts; yet we see here the beginning
of the separation of the general problem of dynamics into kinen1atics
and kinetics. We note in passing that his contemporaries D'Alembert
and Kant ,vere of the same mind, treating motion in a purely geometric
"Novi co1n1nentarii Aca<lemiae Petrop.," vol. XX, 1775; also in "Theoria
motus corporu1n," 1790. The translation is by Willis, "Principles of Mechanism,"
2d ed., p. viii, 1870.
1
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1-4 �line hoist of the sixteenth century. This hoist is reversible, the direction
of rotation being controlled by the water- admission valves attached to the levers C
and D. Note that the wooden axle I is of square cross section, rnaking it easy to
transmit and take off torque without keys or splines. The axle is supported by gud
geons (iron pins of small dianieter, one of which is to be seen at the left) and is locally
reinforced by shrunk-on iron bands to prevent breakout. The use of chain was
typical, vegetable fibers being unsuited to the damp of mines. Fro1n Agricola's "De re
,netallica," Basel, 1556, translated and annotated by �Ir. and 1\1rs. Herbert C. Hoover
long before l\1r. Hoover became President of the United States. (Mining Magazine,
Lond(>n, 1912; also reprint by Dover Publications, Inc., 1Vew York, 1956.)
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(a) Profile, showing cisterns, piping. and elevations
(dimensions = feet)
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1-6 Sketch of the l\,farly machine, a pumping installation set to work in 1 683
near Paris.
This machine, the largest of its day, was a wonder of the world for the next
century or so. Fourteen 40-ft-diameter water wheels were exposed to 1,200 hp from
the river Seine to drive 225 pumps lifting water to a. reservoir 533 ft above the river,
establishing a substantial gravity head for the fountains, cascades, and 60-ft-high jets
at Versailles and Marly-le-Roi.
The pumping was done in three stages. The first consisted of pumps at the
.
river, shoving water to hillside reservoirs at elevation 160. Pumps here were driven
by seven 600-ft linkages, and moved the water to higher reservoirs at elevation 345.
Pu1nps at this station were actuated by thirteen 2,020-ft-long linkages, depositing the
water at the 533- f t level of the aqueduct. The linkages were of the parallelogram type
and consisted in part of 64,000 ft (a.bout 12 1niles!) of iron bars. �1ost of the power
was used to overcome friction and inertia.
\\liat ma.de the machine unusual was the number of linkages, the power
handled, and the noise; the lengths of the linkages were modest even for those days,
but the power was not to be exceeded for two centuries.
FIGURE

manner, i.e., disregarding the causes of motion. This is ,vhat L. N. l\il.
Carnot" later called "geometric" motion.
By the close of the eighteenth century, :.\Iongeb had proposed a
course on elements of machines for the f:cole Polytechnique:
By these elements are to be understood the means by ,vhich the
directions of motion are changed; those by ,vhich the progressive
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motion in a right line, rotatiYe n1otion and reciprocating motion,
are made each to reproduce the others. The most complicated
machines being merely the result of a combination of some of
these elements, it is necessary that a co1nplete enumeration of
them should be dra"'n up.
'fhe suggested enu1neration ·was prepared by 1\rionge's long-time colleague
Hachette. This system classified n1echanisms by capability, i.e., the
nature of the motion trausformation a mechanism effected bet,veen input
and output. It "·as presented in chart form vvhen the course finally
materialized in 1806. The chart depicted those mechanisms able to do a
certain job, as transforming "circular continuous motion into rectilinear
alternating motion " ; various motion combinations "·ere tabulated.
This chart has been most durable, for today's compendiun1s of mechanisms
are its direct descendants. Hachette's book "1'raite elementaire des
machines" did not appear until 1 8 1 1 ; a fe,v years later Hachette's course
-and book-formed part of West Point's curriculum. It ,vould have
been the first kinematics text had it not been for "Essai sur la composition
des machines" of 1808, brought out by Lanz and Betancourt, also of the
tcole Polytechnique. 1'his text ,vas based on the :\Ionge-Hachette
scheme and, because of publication prior to Hachette's book, erroneously
receives credit for the pioneer ,vork done by Hachette.
Two more names and t,vo ne,v but related classification systen1s
intervene before the actual coining of the ,vord kinematics. 'fhe men
involved ,vere Borgnis, an Italian engineer and professor of mechanics
at the 1Tniversity of J>avia; and De Coriolis, chief engineer of roads and
-
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1-7 l\1oving the Vatican obelisk, 1586. (From Fontana, "Della trasportatione
dell'obelisko ·vaticano," Rorne, 1590.) The picture is by courtesy of the Burntly
Library.
A 361-ton obelisk, cut in Egypt in the thirteenth century B.c., brought to Rome
about A.D. 41, and placed in the Circus of Kero, ,-..·as to become an architectural feature
of the new cathedral of St. Peter begun in the early sixteenth century. To bring the
obelisk into position in front of the cathedral required a move of 275 yd. 1lany plans
for doing this were submitted, that of Fontana being chosen. Very briefly, it involved
encasing the obelisk in oak planking, to give beam strength , and the use of a timber
tower, block and tackle, levers, rollers, etr., with 800 nH'r1 and 74 to 140 horses deployed
at the capstans (the figure shows four).
The obelisk was lifted vertically by five large levers and tackle connected to
40 capstans, after which a long rarriage was slipped under. The next step, the laying
down, was handled in part by an angular brace pin-connected to the oak casing. The
right, or sliding, end of this brace was controlled by further tackle. In this brace
we see the use of a slider-rrank mechanism, a kinematic arrangement that gave gtabil
ity and 1naterially reduced the load on the tower tackle during the most trying phase.
FIGtlRE
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highv,ays, but also professor in Paris, the man of the acceleration com
ponent, who so deftly defined the product of force by distance as work.
Coriolis simp]ified Borgnis' systen1 by reducing the concept of a complete
machine to three parts or groups of parts, viz., the receivers of energy,
or recepteurs, the comrnunicaf,eurs, or parts transmitting motion, and the
operateurs, or the ,vorking parts or tools.
The physicist Ampere,1> in the course of trying to establish the
domain of his specialty, was led to defining and classifying "all human
knowledge." The consequence ,vas his "Essai sur la philosophie des
sciences" (1834). To recognize an area of mechanics different from
statics, dynamics, and molecular mechanics, he coined a ne,v term ; it
·was cineinatique, derived from the Greek ,vord for motion. Kinematics
(cinernatique was anglicized and was also adopted by the Germans as
Kinen1atik) ,vas given recognition as a science:
There exist certain considerations ,vhich if sufficiently developed
,votild constitute a complete science, but ,vhich had hitherto
Arch head
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9 ft stroke
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1-8 Schematic
of a N ewcomen-type at
mospheric engine circa
1775, just before Watt.
The "great beam"
(lever), arch heads, and
chain functioned as a
simple pulley or direction
changer of applied force.
With the piston at the
top of the cylinder (hav
ing gotten there because
of the weights on the
pump side), steam was
admitted and then con
densed by a water spray.
In consequence of the
subatmospheric pressure
in the cylinder the piston
was forced down. Steam
was not used to force the
piston up.
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1-9 Schematic of \\'att's rotath·e engine, 1784, the first engine to produce
power directly on a shaft without the intervention of a water wheel fed by a
reciprocating pumping engine.
At (a) is shown the kinematic skeleton of a four-bar linkage with coupler AB.
The coupler point M describes the figure-eight-shaped coupler-point curve,
possessing two segments that are nearly straight lines; the vertical segment was
used for piston-rod guidance. In (b) the linkage is shown as part of the engine.
By means of a pantograph, another point JV' was given a motion similar to that
of ,\f.
FIGt:RE

been neglected, or have formed only the subject of memoirs or
special essays. This science ought to include all that can be
said ,vith respect to motion in its different kinds, independently
of the forces by ,vhich it is produced. . . . It should treat in
the first place of spaces passed over, and of times employed in
different motions, and of the determination of velocities accord
ing to the different relations ,vhich may exist bet,veen those
spaces and times.
Euler's earlier idea thus received identity as ,vell as reiteration :
kin ematics was the purely geometric science of motion in the abstract.
As such, kinen1atics ,vas to develop in large and significant part separately
from mechanics and applications of mechanics. :.\Jany 1nathematical
contributions ,vere reduced to mechanisms appreciably later. Forces
\Vere left as complications to be dealt ,vith separately; "·e still do this
Under the title of kinetics of machinery.
Ampere defined the path but left the milestones to be set by
0thers. Among the first were Chaslesb and Poinsot. b They considered
geometrical bodies-not points-adding method and ideas to the concept
of the instantaneous center discovered by Johann Bernoulli in 1742.
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Across the Channel, \Villis'b text, "Principles of ::\Iechanis1n"
(1841), marked a departure from the tradition of the descriptive past.
Willis made a substantial contribution to the cause of synthesis-"·e see
this no,v- by turning to classification. It ,,·as his idea that thrre should
be a systematic approach to the design of n1echanisn1s for a given purpose.
He sought to augment e1npiricisn1-"that species of intuition ,Yhich long
familiarity ,vith a subject usually confers. . . . "
Willis proposed that "the motions of the n1achine are the principal
subject of contemplation"-an obvious acceptance of Ampere's vie,vs on
the matter. In considering logical order, Willis' ideas ·were different
from those of ::\Ionge and Hachette. He considered "that all the simple
combinations of mechanism," i.e., fron1 input to output, "1nay be dis
tributed into three classes" :
Class A. directional relation and velocity ratio constant
Class B directional relation constant-velocity ratio varying
(�lass C directional relation changing periodically-velocity ratio
either constant or varying
He counted five ,vays of achieving the relative 1notion bet,veen input
and output links-rolling contact, sliding contact, ,vrapping connectors
(belts, chains), link"·ork, and reduplication (tackle of all sorts). His
work had a considerable influence, for in the neady thirty years bet,veen
the first and second editions of the "Principles," the classification,
nomenclature, and figures ,vere adopted by many authors.
Willis rejected Prony's analysis of the Watt curve, saying "the
algebraical equation . . . is exceedingly involved and complicated, and
of 110 use in obtaining the required practical results, ,vhich are readily
deduced by simple approximate n1ethods, . . . . " He did, ho\\·ever,
apply trigonometry to the Watt mechanism and some of its variations,
but ,vithout the generalization of Prony. The (Richard) H..obertsb four
bar linkage ,vas likev,rise exarnined for proportions. We note, paren
thetically, that this ·was probably the first mention of this linkage, ,vhose
actual time of origin and point of use are still to be discovered.
The second edition of Willis (1870) was substantially larger than
the first. 'fhe essential principles remained unchanged, and differential
calculus ,vas introduced sparingly, although the subject of acceleration
was left untouched. Older topics ,vere enlarged upon, as, for example,
the Hooke universal joint. The i1nplications of coupler curves escaped
Willis, for although he had a device capable of dra,ving such curves
prior to 185 I, 1 they receive no further connnents. The Peaucellier true
straight-line mechanism (1864), a linkage that caused 1nuch exciten1ent
among mathematicians, seems to have escaped \Villis' notice. But the
influence of Willis continued, as in the reflection by Woods and Stahl,
1

See Fig. 3-2.
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" Elementary :\'lechanisrn" (188;3 ), with a sixteenth edition in 1909, and
Robinson's "Principles of :\Iechanisrn" (1896).
Turning to one of the classics of physics, ,ve note that the first
volume of the Thomson and Tait "Treatise on Natural Philosophy"
(1867) devoted some 160 pages to kinematics, follo,ving the sense of
Ampere, i.e., dealing ,vith motion as totally independent of matter and
force.
Rankine'sb "A. :.\Ianual of :.\Iachinery and ::.\Iilhvork" (1869)
devoted 314 of its i5 78 pages to the "Geometry of l\Iachinery, or Pure
:\Jechanism." There is neither a general theory of machines nor a ne"'
systematic treat1nent of their motions, for Willis is follo,ved more or less.
The subject of pure mechanism appears as a great series of interesting
but nonrelated problems. Rankjne dealt ,vith the motion of machine
Parts by using instantaneous centers of velocity, evolving effective
methods for solving special problems.
:\fodern kinematics had its beginning ,vith Reuleaux. His no,v
classical "Theoretische I{inematik" of 1875 presented many views finding
general acceptance then that are current still. They came into English
with l(ennedy's6 able translation, called "Kine1natics of l\tlachines" 1
(1876). I(ennedy's o,vn book, "�1Iechanics of :\1achinery," published
ten years later, although dealing ·with topics beyond only kinematics,
made use of Reuleaux's concepts. Reuleaux's second book, " Lehrbuch
der I{inematik" (1900), consolidated and extended earlier notions. rfhis
book , never translated into English, also n1ade a lasting in1pression.
Reuleaux's comprehensive and orderly vie,vs mark a high point
.
•n the development of kine1natics. He gave us the idea that the con
strained motion of a 1nechanis1n or the kind of relative motion between
parts is controlled by the form of the surfaces of contact of the adjacent
Parts. lVe may think of the1n as ""'orking" surfaces of the connection.
Thus, the connection betw·een a lathe carriage and its bed is by means
of working surfaces (ways) so shaped that only translational 1notion is
Possible. Each of the ,vorking surfaces he called an element. The t,vo
contacting elements of a connection constitute a kinematic pair, the
Properties common to different kinds of pairs allo,ving a certain unity
of treatment.
In the matter of connections bet,veen rigid bodies, Reuleaux
recognized t,vo kinds· he called then1 higher and lo"'er pairs (of elements).
�ith higher pairs, tl;e t\\'O elen1ents are in contact at a point or along a
hne, as in a ball bearing or disk earn and follo,ver; the relative 1notions
of coincident points are dissimilar. Lo,ver pairs are those for ,vhich area
contact may be
visualized, as in pin connections, crossheads, ball-and1nc.,

1

Long unavail1tble, this classic has been reprinterl by Dover Publications,
Xew York.
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socket joints, and some others; the relative motions of coincident points
of the elements, and hence of their links, are similar, and an exchange of
elements from one link to the other does not alter the relative motion
of the parts as it ,vould ,vith higher pairs.
The far-reaching impact of Reuleaux's classification system, in
which 1nechanical and hydraulic devices are arranged in the six classes
listed earlier, is reflected by the chapter headings of modern books on
kinen1atics and machine design.
Reuleaux regarded a 111echanis1n as a (kinen1atic) chain of con
nected links (or parts), one link being fixed. Fron1 this ca1ne the in1por
tant proposition of the kinematic inversion of the chain, viz., that a
different mechanism results every time a different link of the chain is
selected as the fixed link. He also recognized the idea of the expansion
of turning pairs.
Through hindsight we sa,v in Watt's straight-line linkage the
amorphous beginning of an ordered and advanced synthetic process.
Nearly a century later Reuleaux identified synthesis as a concept, as an
entity that might be and n1ust be pursued to guide the designer through

1-10 Lowering the obelisk of Luxor, 183 1 . (From Renlea11x's "Lehrlnich der
Kinematik," Brunswick, 1900.)
This obelisk, weighing 284 tons, now stands in the Place de la Concorde in
Paris, having been moved from Luxor. Like the larger Vatican obelisk, the shaft was
prepared for handling by encasing it in timber. Unlike its Italian counterpart, the
Luxor obelisk was tipped off its base directly, Fontana's vertical lift being unnecessar�·
because of the kinematic arrangement-a four-bar linkage achieved with the frame
work ED (or link b) devised by the engineer Mimerel. The maxirnum load coming
onto the tackle was but 43 per cent of the obelisk's weight. This rig required only
JO men and ½ hr to lay the obelisk down.
FIGURE
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the maze of mechanisms. His views were limited to only type synthesis:
by this is meant the determination of the type of mechanism for a given
job, e.g., reaching a decision about whether to use a linkagee-or a cam
to produce a desired motion. He clearly defined this area, ,vhich lies
ahead of the related and more recent fields of n·wniber and diniensional
synthesis, The latter is the main topic of this book.
One more contribution of Reuleaux's must be mentioned, and that
is the symbolic notation ,vith ,vhich he attempted to describe kinematic
chains by n1eans of symbols instead of pictures. His high hope that the
notation ,vould be useful in discovering ne,v mechanisms ,vas borne out
for but fe,v situations. Incomplete and thus not ,vholly satisfactory,
it "·as able to sho,v that many mechanisms of differing physical appear
ance ,vere nevertheless kinematically identical. Recent extensions of
Reuleaux's kinematic notation do furnish a syn1bolic notation useful for a
large number of problems, as ,vill be indicated. A completely general
and all-inclusive notation is still to be developed,
Geometers and algebraicists of the 1870s became interested in
linkages as curve-dra,ving devices, not as hard,vare; their "'ork has since
been made part of the corpus of the kinematics of mechanisms, It ,vas
discovered that a link motion can be found to describe an algebraic
curve of any order. In particular, the coupler-point motion of the four
bar linkage (then called a "three-bar motion") ,vas studied. Samuel
Robertsb sho,ved that a coupler point describes a curve of the sixth order.
A theorem important to synthesis and bearing the name of Roberts states
�he existence of three different four-bar linkages capable of drawing
identical coupler curves. It is from this theorem that the relation of
the Watt linkage to other approximate straight-line mechanisms is made
�lear. Only recently have the higher-order plane curves derivable from
1nkages more con1plex than the four-bar been examined ,vith kinematic
intent.
The period of the 1870s and 1880s ,vas marked by substantial
steps along the roads of analysis and synthesis. The former unmethodi
cal (but hardly aimless) gropings gave way to the devising of radical
methods, bringing basic pre1nises into clear view. 1'hus, Aronhold in
Germany and Kennedy in England greatly extended the use of instan
taneous centers of velocity by recognizing the theorem of three centers,
Acceleration analysis received pot3ntial aid. Kennedy, ,vho reflected
British practice, determined accelerations by graphical differentiation of
velocities calculated from instant centers. In the preface of his o,vn
book (1886), he regretted not being able "to make any use . . . of the
recently published graphic methods of Professor R. H. Smith, or the still
more recently published (in any complete form) kinematic ,vork of
Professor Burmester , , ," because of the pressure of work and ill health.

!
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This "graphic method" of Sn1ith's/ a very real break-through
available in English, was presented in 1885 in a paper before the Royal
Society of Edinbnrgh. An English t-ext by Goodman 1 has this to say
on page 142:
Force and reciprocal diagrams are in common use by engineers
for finding the forces acting on various members of a structure,
but it is rare to find such diagrams used for finding the velocities
of points and bars in mechanisms. We are indebted to Professor
R. H. Smith for the n1ethod. (For fuller de.tails, readers should
refer to his o,vn treatise on the subject.)
This reference is to Smith's "Graphics," published in 1889. 'The remarks
by l(ennedy and Goodman pertain to the method of velocity and accel
eration polygons (or diagrams), today someti1nes erroneously called the
method of relative velocities (or accelerations). Smith also d,velt on
the utility of the velocity and acceleration in1ages. The great usefulness
of the velocity and acceleration polygons (and the images) lies in the
fact that even complicated mechanis1ns may be studied by simple,
graphical means; analytical methods applied to such mechanisms may
produce equations unsuited to hand calculations.
Burmester," :.\Iehmke, and .:\Iohr had already introduced these
concepts in Germany, 2 hut Smith's was an independent, ahnost simul
taneous discovery, available to an unresponsive :English-speaking ,vorld.
Regrettably, Smith took his discovery uo further. In fact, I�ennedy
and Smith, both destined to live many years, applied their energies to
tasks other than kinen1atic ones. And neither did their countrymen
pursue Smith's fundamental idea. We note that Goodman referred only
to velocity diagrams, and these he used sparingly. For acceleration
studies-such as they "·ere-he continued ,vith the graphical differentia�
tion ,vhich Smith had called "practically useless." I'he Germans, 011
the other hand, equally oblivious of Smith (he is not mentioned in their
literature), continued to build upon the Burmester-l\tlehmke-1\i[ohr
foundation to fashion a very solid and distinguished edifice.
1\ctivity in A.merica ,vas static, for the ,vork was principally
based on Kennedy and even older authors such as Rankine, ,vith some
lip service to Reuleaux in a vague ,vay. A "mechanisms" course ,vas
tantamount to further exercise in mechanical drawing, for there ,vas little
1

"Mechanics Applied to Engineering," vol. I, 9th ed., 1926, reprinted 1943,
59 pages on mechanisn1s.
2 We do not n1ean to belittle the German work by not dwelling on it; it i.S
sin1ply that the English effort is so little known or appreciated that we feel it should
receive attention here.
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in the \vay of kinematic analysis. Indeed, the teaching of acceleration
analysis in the United States may be said to have waited until the 1930s-.
This is very curious, for since the tools were available in the English
language, the language barrier cannot be invoked as the deterrent. An
accounting \Vas called for in 1942 by Professor De .Jonge ; 1 his critical
remarks set the stage for the ne"· interest and effort that ,vere to develop
in America.
We have seen lleuleaux's early concern ,vith synthesis. His
"-'Ork, s01netimes the subject of bitter argun1ents, ,vas not forgotten,
and the Gern1ans subjected t.he kinematics of mechanisms to 1nuch study.
Concepts far heyond those of Reuleaux ,vere added to the picture he had
attempted to paint; the ,vhole is no,v called synthesis of linkages.
The spirit of the ,vord synthesis implies that it is the combining
of parts to produce a ,\·holf-\; it is design, the creation of something ne"' ·
l{inematically, it is the co11 version of a motion idea into hard,vare. In
this sense, synthesis is the opposite of analysis, in which existing mecha
nisms are examined for ,vhat they do or can cause to happen. However,
analysis and synthesis, although opposites in the broad sense, are closely
related, for the observations of analysis often serve as springboards for
synthesis.
The ,vhole problem of synthesis is taken to consist of three facets.
For purposes of discussion they may be separated, even though there
are varying degree5 of interrelation. In the course of a synthesis or a
design of a motion-converting device or mechanism, it is necessary to
reach three fundamental decisions, each kno,vn as a kind of synthesis.
rfhe first is type synthesis. flere the type of mechanism- cam,
linkage, elliptical gear train, and so on-is decided upon. It is ,vith this
Phase of synthesis that the name of Reuleaux is peculiarly associated.
The second is nuniber synthesis. In this the requisite numbers of
links and 1o,ver or higher pairs yielding constrained n1otion are estab
lished. This is a case of guaranteeing that a mechanism has just the
right nun1ber of parts properly connected to ensure that it will "run"
as desired. Criteria of n1ovability ,vere presented by Gri.ibler,h ,vho
dealt ,vith planar situations in 1883 and 188;'>! coming to the spatial
chains in 19 1 7.
The third and last kind is diniensional synthesis, or the determi
nation of the proportions (lengths) of the links needed to accomplish
the specified motion transformation. In Germany, Burmester was in
accord ,vith Ileuleaux's fundamental concepts and most of his nomen
clature and definitions. }laking extensive use of mathematical prin
ciples (mostly geon1etrical), and considering displacen1ent, velocity, and
1

A. E. R. de Jonge, \Vhat Is \Vrong with ''Kinematics" and ''.Mechanisms"?
-'tech. Eng. , vol. 64, pp. 273- 278, 747-751, April, 1942.
..
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acceleration, Burmester's "Lehrbuch der Kinematik" (1888) developed
geometric methods that furthered analysis and showed the ,vay to
synthesis. The Russian mathematician Chebyshevb made signal con
tributions to synthesis, one of ,vhich is recognized by his sharing the
theorem of the triple generation of coupler curves ,vith Samuel Roberts;
another is the four-bar linkage bearing his name. It is interesting to
note that the ,videly used Chebyshev polynomials for approximating a
desired curve ,vere developed from a concern ,vith the Watt linkage.
Our revie,,, has come to the end of the nineteenth century. This
marks a logical terminus for our survey : it is the end of the formative
period, of an era in "·hich many principles had been uncovered, analytical
methods established, and the road to synthesis opened. Subsequent
growth of these ideas, no longer nurtured only in Europe, has been of
such scope that no short overvie,v is possible. Indeed, part of the mis
sion of this book is to discuss certain of the advances, especially those
relating to synthesis.
The ful1 story of the kinematics of mechanisms, doing justice to
the many ,vho practiced the art of mechanisms and contributed to the
science of kinematics, is yet to be written.
Provocative and ilJuminating studies, supported by extensive
bibliographies, have been made by De Jonge, 1 Freudenstein, 2 and
Ferguson. :i

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
Andre ?\farie Arnpere ( 1775--1836) , professor of mathematical analysis and
n1echanics at the f::cole Polytechnique, gained distinction in establishing the
relation between electricity and magnetism. His mathematical theory not only
explained existing phenomena but also predicted many new ones. A theorist
who was also an experimentalist, Ampere was honored in having the unit of
electric current strength named after himself.
Ludwig Burmester ( 1840- 1927 ) , professor of descriptive geometry and
kinematics at }Iunich, wrote on perspective, optics, groundwater flow, and other
topics that lent themselves to geometric investigation. His extraordinary
"Lehrbuch der Kinernatik" (1888) went to almost a thousand pages to form a
systematic and comprehensive treatment of theoretieal kinen1atics. It correlated
1

A. E. R. de Jonge, A Brief Account of l\ilodern Kinematics, Trans. ASJ.fE,
vol. 65, pp. 663-683, August, 1943n.
2 F. Freudenstein, Trends in the Kinematir.s of :\1echanisms, Appl. 1lftch.
Revs., vol. 12, pp. 587-590, September, 19.59.
3
E. S. Fergueon, Kinematics of l\:lecnhanisms frotn the Tilne of Watt, U.S.
1Vatl. Nluseum Bull. 228, Paper 27, pp. 185-230, 1962 (obtainable from the Super
intendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, \\'ashington, D.C.).
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the known mathematical methods with Burmester's own brilliant additions, and
is still a classic.
The father of the thern1odynan1icist Sadi, L. X . .:\I. Carnot (1753-1823)
was a figure in the French ReYolution: he perforn1ed the gigantic task of raising
14 annies when the power of united Europe was launched against France in
1793. Carnot aided �Ionge in the forn1ation of the Ecole Polytechnique and
was a noteworthy contributor to 1nechanics, the art of fortification, and mathe
matics, especially calculus and projective geometry.
Both .:\Iiehel Chasles (1793-1880) and Louis Poinsot (1777-1859) were
�raduates of the Ecole Polytechnique. They shared with .:\'loebius the most
important nineteenth-century advances made in geometrical mechanics. Poinsot
was the first to introduce the idea of a couple into mechanics. Chasles's history
of geometry is still a standard work. A collector of autographs, Chasles achieved
another distinction by buying over 27,000 "original letters"-among them 622
•
H
written" by Xewton and one from Cleopatra to Julius Caesar- from a clever
forger before haling him into court.
Pafnutij Chebyshev (1821-1894), professor of mathematics at St. Peters
burg, was one of the most important mathematicians of the nineteenth century.,
\Vithin a wide range of interests he made significant contributions to the theories
of probability, congruences and integrals, quadratic forms, prime nun1bers, the
construction of maps, and other topics. Chebyshev's consuming interest in
kinen1atics produced numerous developments in linkages, especially in their
synthesis: he is revered in Russia as the founder of modern kinematics.
(Variations in the transliteration of the name Chebyshev stem from the
nationality of the translator: one finds Tschebytschew, Tchebycheff, and Cheb�·
shev, among others. \Ve use the Library of Congress Yersion.)
Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), versatile Swiss genius and favorite pupil of
Johann Bernoulli, received when nineteen a prize from the Paris Academy of
Sciences for a dissertation on the masting of ships. His astonishingly productiYe
�ife was spent abroad as professor of mathematics at the Academies of Science
1 n Russia ( 1727-1741 and li66-1783) and Berlin (1741-1766).
He lost the sight
of one eye at the age of twenty-eight, becoming totally blind 17 years before
death.
Euler left his rnark upon a great many physi<·al and n1athematical prob
lems. He greatly enriched rnathematics in an endless number of ways, made an
e�tensive study of optics, and, li,·ing in a period when theology and physics were
s�l)l greatly intermingled. indulged in metaphysical an<l philosophical specula
tions. Our great debt to Euler lies in his treat1nent of n1echanics: he laid the
foundations (built upon so brilliantly by Lagrange) of analytical ("algebraical'')
mechanics. Newton's mechanics are purely geometrical, theorems being deduced
from initial assumptions by geometrical methods; Euler applied algebra to
geometry, producing the conditions of a proposition or figure.
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:.lartin Griibler ( 1 851-1935) taught at the techniC'al unh·ersities of Zurich,
Riga, and Berlin before succeeding 0. :\Iohr in the C'hair of t<>chnical rnechanics
at Dresden in 1 900. His interests in n1cchanics were varied, and included, in
addition to kinematics, stress analysis of rotating disks, turbine theor�,, structures,
a.end aerodynamics.

Hero of Alexandria is placed in the first century A.n. because of his n1ene
tion of an astronomic·al event now ealculatect to have occurred in A.n. 62. Hero's
works became known to Europeans through an Arabian translation that trans
mitted illustrations. 11uch of what Hero reported on was appreciably older
work, and there is no telling whi<:h parts of the works are his. It is supposed that
Hero was probably an Egyptian because of his strong bias toward application,
although his mathematical powers were ('onsicterable.
Alexander Blackie \\'illian1 KennPd!J ( 1 847-1928) was an engineer of
,nany talents. A graduate in mining, he designed compound stean1 engines for
early twin-screw ships and taught mechanics at a number of institutions before
being appointed professor of engineering at Fniversity College (London) in
1874, whose first engineering laboratory he established. With respect to the
theoren1 of three instantaneous centers he recognized Aronhold's priority but
claimed independent disC'overy. He was knighted in 1905 and became a eon
suiting electrical engineer, holding important government positions during \Vorl<l
War I . Interests different from engineering are reflected in his ''Ypres to Verdun"
(1921) and "Petra : Its History and :i\fonuments" (1925). The latter, a definiti,·e
monograph on an ancient caravan trade center important in the time of Christ,
stemmed from explorations undertaken at the age of seventy-five.
Jacob Leupold (1674- 1 727) wrote a nine-volume series of books which
('onstituted a "display of the mechanical sciences" and which were published
during the period 1724-1739. In all, they contained some 492 copper engravings
detailing the early eighteenth-century practice in machines for many purposes,
instruments, water supply, and bridge building. As design texts, these books
were directed at "artists, craftsmen and such people who have no knowledge of
languages or other subjects, and therefore have no opportunity to . . . search
out. . . . the information from many- sources . . . needed to n1aintain, build
and use such machines" (as those displayed).
Gaspard J1onge (1746-1818) is best known to engineers as the inventor of
descriptive geometry. Not an engineer, but an inspiring tea.cher well acquainted
with the engineering science and craftsmanship of his tin1e, l\'longe developed a
rational system of drawing, to aid in the planning of fortifications and the setting
out of stonecutting and carpentry, that was treated as a military secret for nearly
thirty years, until 1794. l\,fonge was one of the principal founders of the ::f:cole
Polytechnique, the first polytechnical school in Europe, and he included Lagrange
and Fourier among its teachers. For a short time minister of marine under
Napoleon I , lVIonge was the only supporter of Robert Fulton's submarine venture.
Together with Berthollet and Fourier, }fonge directed the geodesic survey and
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description of Egypt when attached to Napoleon's Egyptian expedition. He
contributed much to the superior technical education that enabled the France
of after the Revolution to catch up with Britain in industry. As an analyst,
:'.\fonge belonged to the hriJ?;ht perio<l of Frenr.h mnthemnf.iP.i:; further illuminated
by Laplace and Legendre.
William .John l\IacQuorn Rankine (1 820-18i2), educated at Edinburgh
as a physicist, occupied the chair of civil engineering and mechanics at the Uni
versity of Glasgow. One of the pioneers of modern thermodynamics, Rankine
wrote the first formal treatise on the subject. Rankine's short life was marked bv
prodigious energy; his works dealt with civil engineering, shipbuilding, machinery
and millwork, steam engines, and applied mechanics. His "Applied Mechanics"
was the first text in English by that name; it had a useful life of half a century
�nd is still worth looking at if for no other reason than the philosophy of the
introd uction, which someone has condensed to "Theory is the distilled essence of
practice." Rankine presented the theory of his day in such a way that it became
practice.
F'ranz Reuleaux (1829-1905), German-born, was named professor at the
Polytechnicun1 in Zurich in 1856. Here he developed machine design and, with
perceptive awareness, defined concepts fundamental to a studv of kinematics.
F'rom 1864 until his retirement in 1895 he was in Berlin: he hel�ed establish the
Technische Hochschu1e-Charlottenburg while making significant contributions
in all areas of mechanical engineering, the en1phasis of his efforts being laid on
design work and kinematics. Reuleaux traveled widely as his government's
representative to five world exhibitions during the period 1867-1881. His sharp
criticisn1s of the poor quality of his country's industrial products shook the
German economy. The creation of a uniform patent law (1877) for all the 21
states comprising the German Empire was the result of his efforts. He has been
�haracterized as the last "poly"-technologist because of inspirational pioneering
in many fields: he led in replacing empiricism with rationalism.
Richard Roberts (1789-1864), engineer of �Ianchester, began his career as
a patternmaker under John Wilkinson, the ironmaster whose cylinder boring mil1
was so essential to the success of the \Vatt steam engine. Roberts was responsible
for many innovations and inventionse; among the latter are the back-geared lathe
and planing mill (1817). Possessed of no worldly prudence and little business
acumen, he died in financial straits despite his many successe8.
Samuel Roberts (1827- 1913), F.R.S., was a barrister who turned to mathe
matics and thus enriched the study of algebraic curves. He belonged to the
�eneration of mathematicians who investigated "link motion " ; their number
included Arthur Cayley, A. B. Ke1npe, Linguine, and Koenigs. Roberts, fond
of chess, angling, and philosophy, indulged in lathe work (a fashionable hobby
t�en called "turning") and liked to construct electrical machinery and other
Pieces of scientific apparatus. He is not to be confused with the earlier Roberts,
namely, Richard, of �lanchester.
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Robert Henry Smith (1825-1916), born and educated in Edinburgh,
assumed the post of organizer and professor at the Imperial University of Japap
at the age of twenty-three. He was one of the group of foreign scholars of the
1870s whose mission was to introduce modern scienC'e and establish an educational
system. His contributions are still warmly remembered by the Japanese. In
1880 he became the first professor of engineering (civil, n1echanical, and electrical)
at }Jason College, the earliest antecedent of the present Birmingham l:niversity.
Pollio 2\Iarcus VitrutJius lived in the first century a.c., functioning as archi
tect and engineer under Octavianus, the successor to Julius Caesar. Vitruvius·
fame rests on a single book, "De Architectura," a comprehensive treatise impor
tant to the history of art and technology because of its reporting of classical
antiquity. Architecture, to Vitruvius, included astronomy, horology, and
mechanical and military engineering.
,vith the decline of Roman power, a Latin book was for centuries of no
interest to comatose Europe. "De Architectura" was also neglected by the
Arabs. Slightly known to the medievalists, it was lifted to glory by Renaissance
scholars. A first printed edition appeared in 1486; later editors, starting in
151 1 , added their ideas of illustrations, the original figures not having survived
even in n1anuscript form.
James lVatt (1736-1819), F.R.S., someti1ne "mathematical instrument
maker to the University" of Glasgow, led an uncertain life in his earlier years,
adding to his income by making surveys and reports in connection with canal,
river, and harbor works. The separate condenser, patented in 1769 and added
to current steam engines, more than doubled the thermal efficiency; this, with
other i1nprovements, made power available to the drowned mines of coal-scarce
regions. 1'he windmill flyball governor (for regulating the gap between mill
stones) was adapted by Watt as an engine speed regulator, giving the first
closed-loop servomechanism. "\,Vatt put numbers to the concept of horsepower
and invented the engine indicator and a letter-copying device based on the ink
transfer process. His insistence on the use of the slide rule in his design rooms
did much to popularize what for a long tirne was known as the "Soho sliding rule."
Robert fVillis (1800-1875), engineer and archaeologist, was an ordained
deacon and priest, as were most of his academic colleagues. He served as
Jacksonian professor of natural and experimental philosophy (physics) at the
University of Cambridge from 183i until his death. ,villis' "Principles of
l\'Iechanism" (1841) was the most complete work on the subject which had yet
appeared : he was the first to present gear theory as part of a systematic treatment,
advorated the involute form with a pressure angle of 14-}0, and invented and
named the first odontograph.
Elected Fellow of the Royal Society for work done in physiology (mecha
nism of the larynx, vowel sounds), the gifted Willis continued and extended his
Cambridge predecessor's lectures on "mechanical philosophy."
Willis' reputation as an engineer continued to grow, and touched upon
other fields, among them structures and astronomy. He accomplished much
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original research in architectural histor�·, becoming an authority on medieval
Latin and the construction of ancient buildings.
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